CATALOGUE OF POLISH COSMETICS PRODUCERS

ENGLISH
Why Poland? Because we know how to do it.

The strong points of the Polish cosmetics industry:

- Tradition and many years of experience in cosmetics production
- Top world-class quality of the products
- A complex production basis with access to qualified staff
- A complex scientific base and growing investments in research and development
- The Polish producers’ long experience on international markets
- Experience in contractual production
- Flexibility and the ability to adapt
- The country’s location in the centre of Europe and its membership of the EU
- Highly-developed sectors of industry supporting the production of cosmetics
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AVA Cosmetic Laboratory has been constantly active on the Polish market since 1961. Our mission is to create cosmetics in harmony with nature. Our current offer includes a complete range of retail and professional face and body cosmetics. Ava ® is the first Polish cosmetic manufacturer of natural and organic cosmetics that obtained the prestigious ECOCERT certificate – the French worldwide certification organization for natural and organic products. We currently have in our portfolio three Certified Natural and Organic lines: Eco Linea, Eco Body Sugar Scrubs and Eco Garden with organic vegetable extracts, the latter recently launched at the occasion of the company’s 50th anniversary.

All Ecological lines have unique formulas based on pure, natural and organic ingredients with Ecocert certificates. Our main assets are premium quality, tradition and ecology. AVA’s products are present and recognized in many EU countries as well as in the Middle East in United Arab Emirates.

The service/products we offer: ● Production ● Packaging
Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body
Cosmetics: ● Care
Care: ● creams, lotions, foams ● masks ● cleansing gels ● peelings ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics
Containers: ● Plastic ● Glass
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Professional cosmetics ● Active cosmetics ● Ecological cosmetics
Bandi Cosmetics is a Polish manufacturer of professional cosmetics. Bandi is designed for beauty parlours and spas. The company was established in 1986 and now offers a few dozen professional products and a complete range of retail face and body care cosmetics. Bandi portfolio contains cosmetics for every type of skin. Thanks to our experience and passion for cosmetics, we create innovative formulas based on modern technologies and high quality ingredients from the most remote places in the world. Bandi brand is a leader on the Polish professional cosmetics market. Our cosmetics are manufactured according to formulas prepared by our R&D Department and we use ingredients only from approved suppliers. We offer our cosmetic bases to Polish and foreign contractors, also for the production of so-called private labels. The superior quality of the cosmetic base coupled with the attractive price of the final product have contributed to the success of those brands on various markets. The Bandi brand is widely appreciated and rewarded: lately we received the Beauty Premium 2011 award, Hit Salonu 2011 (The Hit of the Beauty Parlour Award) and the Beauty Premium 2012 award.

The service/products we offer: ● Production ● Confection
Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body
Cosmetics: ● Skin care
Care: ● creams, lotions, foams ● masks ● peeling ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics chemical exfoliation (AHA + PHA + PA + BHA)
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Professional cosmetics
A manufacturer of modern cosmetics for beauty parlours, spas, aesthetic medicine and individual clients. Organicseries is a unique formula of cosmeceuticals, active cocktails, algae masks, organic oils for body massages – creating about 30 face and body treatments. The active ingredients contained in the products all possess ecological certificates. Our rich offer also comprises sera, tonics, creams as well as 100% pure hyaluronic acid. All the active ingredients can be used in cavitation peelings, microdermabrasion, sonophoresis, ionophoresis and with other technologies. 100% natural ingredients, 0% harmful substances like lanolin and petrochemical oils, parabens, synthetic detergents and animal origin substances. Not tested on animals. The active ingredients we use are all certified with Ecocert and have other unique patents.

We guarantee our partners marketing support, trainings, instruction films, catalogues, textile articles etc., together with competitive prices and speedy deliveries.

**Cosmetics production:** ● Own brands

**The types of cosmetics produced:** ● Face ● Body

**Cosmetics:** ● Care ● Other

**Care:** ● creams, lotions, foams ● masks ● peelings ● cleansing tonics

**Containers:** ● Plastic

**Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio:** ● Luxury cosmetics ● Professional cosmetics

● Ecological cosmetics
Wishing to give consumers access to unique skin treatment as well as to adapt our offer to the needs of our clients and to popularize the trend of Home Spa, we decided to launch a consumer line of professional skin treatments called BeautyFace, based on a natural marine collagen. We have been offering them in the past 7 months at beauty parlours, where they have become the most wanted treatments in their segment. BeautyFace means high quality, professional, ready-to-use face treatments in an innovative texture and formula. They are manufactured on the basis of natural marine collagen and other active natural ingredients which help even the most demanding skin restore its freshness, vitality and natural beauty.

The service/products we offer: ● Production ● Research
Cosmetics production: ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body
Cosmetics: ● Care
Care: ● masks
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Luxury cosmetics ● Professional cosmetics
Belle Jardin Cosmetics

Belle Jardin Cosmetics is a well-known cosmetics producer, highly regarded in 20 countries. Our offer keeps being widened and comprises face care cosmetics: creams, lotions, tonics; body care cosmetics: balms, shower gels, anti-cellulite products, hand creams, hair removal creams; men's cosmetics: shaving creams, after-shaves, shower gels and hair cosmetics: shampoos and conditioners. Our popular range of products also includes make-up: fluids, powders, nail polish, mascara and eyeliners. Our rich experience and modern approach, coupled with our co-operation with many European laboratories have enabled us to produce cosmetics of very high quality at prices which satisfy our clients. We maintain stable, partner-like relations with our clients and distributors, as their loyalty is the main factor of how our products are valued, motivating us to improve our quality and to tailor what we offer to the needs of our clients. We owe our position to a well thought out strategy and constant care about high quality and safety. We use certified raw materials provided by the best world companies. To ensure consumer safety, our products have to undergo dermatological, application and micro-biological testing in specialist, independent laboratories. They are not tested on animals.

The services/products we offer: • Production • Packaging
Cosmetic Production: • Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: • Face • Body • Hair
Cosmetics: • Care • Make-up • Fragrance
Care: • shampoos • creams, lotions, foams • hair conditioners • nail polish removers • liquid soaps • masks • bath powders and bubble baths • cleansing gels • peelings • cleansing milk • tonics • lip balms • sun protectors
Make-up: • eyeliners • make-up fluids and bases
Fragrance: • deodorants, antiperspirants
Biogened SA - the company is over sixty years old. Its main activity is developing innovative, ingredient rich, safe and effective products which can satisfy even the most demanding customer. It conducts advanced scientific research every day, which results in innovative formulas based on the highest standards. We are focused on medicinal products, nutritional supplements and, most importantly, on the development, production and distribution of Dermedic Laboratory dermocosmetics and Phenomé natural cosmetics. Applying our knowledge of dermatology and the newest scientific research results, we have come up with a the Dermedic line, a wide range of dermocosmetics for complete skin care and treatment of the most common skin problems. Phenomé products are made of certified organic ingredients of the highest quality acquired from specialist source companies which conduct wide clinical research. That not only guarantees the quality of the natural cosmetic ingredients, but also their effectiveness. The Phenomé offer includes natural products for every type of skin: moisturisers, regenerative cosmetics, cleansing products and many others. Thanks to many years of experience and our solid approach to production and cooperation, the Biogened label has become one of the most renowned in Poland.

The service/products we offer: ● Production ● Packaging ● Research
Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Hair
Cosmetics: ● Care
Care: ● soap bars ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● hair conditioners ● liquid soaps ● masks ● bath powders and bubble baths ● cleansing gels ● peelings ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics ● sun care ● intimate hygiene
Containers: ● Plastic ● Glass
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Professional cosmetics ● Active cosmetics ● Ecological cosmetics
BluxCosmetics Ltd.

The service/products we offer:
● Production

Cosmetics production:
● Private label - contract production
● Own brands

The types of cosmetics produced:
● Face
● Body
● Hair
● Nails

Cosmetics:
● Care
● Other

Care:
● shampoos
● nail polish removers
● liquid soaps
● bath powders and bubble baths
● cleansing gels

Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio:
● Consumer products

BluxCosmetics Ltd. has been on the market since 1992 and it started off as a trading company. We have evolved into a big manufacturer of cosmetics, toiletry and car care products, successfully developing their production with a new system of quality management. Among our clients are the biggest supermarket chains, such as Auchan, Carrefour, E. Leclerc, Rossmann. Our products are sold under the following brands: Naturaphy, Blux, AutoLider, Bilo, Dzień w Dzień, and under the distributors’ own labels. We produce over 150 products. We export over a half of our production to: Germany, France, Spain, Great Britain, Ireland, Norway, Finland, Belgium, Hungary, Slovenia, Russia, Morocco, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Romania, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, the Ukraine, Moldova, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Cyprus, Kuwait, the UAE, Azerbaijan and Armenia.

The service/products we offer: ● Production

Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands

The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Hair ● Nails

Cosmetics: ● Care ● Other

Care: ● shampoos ● nail polish removers ● liquid soaps ● bath powders and bubble baths ● cleansing gels

Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products

BluxCosmetics Ltd. has been on the market since 1992 and it started off as a trading company. We have evolved into a big manufacturer of cosmetics, toiletry and car care products, successfully developing their production with a new system of quality management. Among our clients are the biggest supermarket chains, such as Auchan, Carrefour, E. Leclerc, Rossmann. Our products are sold under the following brands: Naturaphy, Blux, AutoLider, Bilo, Dzień w Dzień, and under the distributors’ own labels. We produce over 150 products. We export over a half of our production to: Germany, France, Spain, Great Britain, Ireland, Norway, Finland, Belgium, Hungary, Slovenia, Russia, Morocco, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Romania, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, the Ukraine, Moldova, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Cyprus, Kuwait, the UAE, Azerbaijan and Armenia.
Chantal was established in 1989 and remains a leading Polish manufacturer of high quality hair cosmetics. Our products, based on our own formulas elaborated in our laboratories, are appreciated in Poland and abroad. We offer a wide range of professional and retail customer cosmetics. The professional brand Prosalon, which is designed exclusively for hairdressers, includes cosmetics for dyeing, styling and hair care. The brand Prosalon Med offers 2 lines of cosmetics: hair reinforcement and anti-hair loss. Our offer to retail customers includes hair Variete dyes, ammonia-free Maxxi and a brand of professional cosmetics called Sessio Professional. The latter brand includes a line of home-use products recommended by stylists. We sell our products to many EU countries, as well as to East European ones, the Middle East, Asia and overseas.

**The service/products we offer:** ● Production
**Cosmetics production:** ● Own brands
**The types of cosmetics produced:** ● Hair
**Cosmetics:** ● Care ● Make-up
**Care:** ● shampoos ● hair conditioners
**Make-up:** ● hair dyes ● hair foams, hair sprays, hair gels, hair gums, hair waxes, hair greases
**Containers:** ● Plastic
**Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio:** ● Consumer products ● Professional cosmetics

**Address**
Kącka 16  
05-462 Wiązowna  
Voivodship: mazowieckie  
Tel: +48 22 789 04 54  
E-mail: info@chantal.com.pl  

**Export Department**
Dorota Duczek  
Export Manager  
Tel: +48 22 612 09 25  
E-mail: export@chantal.com.pl

Clarena

Address
Wilczycka 4 c
51-361 Wrocław, Wilczyce
Voivodship: dolnośląskie
Tel: +48 71 328 07 11
E-mail: biuro@clarena.pl
www.clarena.pl

Clarena is one of the biggest Polish producers of professional cosmetics for beauty parlours. We offer high-quality skin care products, dermocosmetics and skin care equipment. We also create innovative cosmetics for individual clients and offer unique individual skin treatments. Thanks to our dynamic development and innovative approach, Clarena has quickly joined the group of branch leaders. We have 3 training & sales centres: in Wrocław, Warsaw and Cracow. We cooperate with 18,000 beauty parlours all over the country and are very active on the international market. In March, 2012, we opened our first foreign agency in the centre of Brussels and in June - another one in London. Moreover, Clarena products are exported to Germany, Austria, Spain, Holland, Greece, Estonia, Russia, Romania, the Ukraine and Hungary.

Export Department
Ewelina Godlewska
Foreign Trade Manager
Tel: +48 71 328 07 11 ext. 139
E-mail: ewelina.godlewska@clarena.pl

The service/products we offer: ● Production

Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands

The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body

Cosmetics: ● Care

Care: ● nail care cosmetics ● creams, lotions, foams ● masks ● cleansing gels ● peeling
● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics

Make-up: ● foundations

Containers: ● Plastic ● Glass

Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Professional cosmetics

● Ecological cosmetics
Established in 2004 in the beautiful Mazovia province in Poland we set out to develop constantly new dermo-aesthetic solutions to provide top in-salon and home care results. Our deepest passion and most important mission includes the development of state-of-the-art and safe solutions to treat even the most complicated skin problems whereby we take utmost care to deliver spectacular and visible application effects coming from our preparations to benefit beauty salons and their clients. The flagship feature of our Company are the rich and most modern active ingredients contained in our preparations and the innovative application methods which not only reduce the effects of skin problems but enable reaching to their root cause. The eight years of work performed by the team of cosmetic connoisseurs and dedicated professionals have produced 220 professional skin care products, over 80 home care preparations and professional beauty salon equipment – LLLT Laser R/IR in Synergy with Magnetic Field and Black Essential Chromophore-System and No-Needle Mesotherapy Equipment. We have always focused on the individual approach to skin problems of every single individual who approaches a beauty salon to seek a remedy to his/her skin problem – an individual who we see as a being with emotions and dreams about beautiful and healthy complexion. Therefore, we place great emphasis on the proper identification of the client’s skin problem, expert performance of our treatments solely by professional skin therapists and proper home care.

**The service/products we offer:** ● Production ● Research ● Other

**Cosmetics production:** ● Own brands

**The types of cosmetics produced:** ● Face ● Body

**Cosmetics:** ● Care

**Care:** ● creams, lotions, foams ● masks ● peelings ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics

**Containers:** ● Plastic ● Glass ● Other

**Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio:** ● Professional cosmetics
Dax Cosmetics Ltd.

The service/products we offer:
- Production
- Packaging
- Research
- Other

Cosmetics production:
- Private label - contract production
- Own brands

The types of cosmetics produced:
- Face
- Body

Nails Care cosmetics:
- nail care cosmetics
- creams, lotions, foams
- nail polish removers
- masks
- cleansing gels
- peelingss
- cleansing milks
- cleansing tonics
- sun care
- intimate hygiene

Make-up:
- Lipsticks, lip glosses
- lipliners
- mascaras
- eye shadows
- face powders
- nail polish
- foundations
- concealers
- blushers, bronzers

Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio:
- Consumer products
- Luxury cosmetics
- Ecological cosmetics

Containers: plastic, glass

Dax Cosmetics specializes in the production and sale of face and body care cosmetics and sun protection products. Our products are available in pharmacies, drug stores and supermarkets all over Poland. Dax products are also available on such foreign markets as the USA, Canada, Jordan, Belarus*, Great Britain, Hong Kong and South Korea. The number of countries to which we export our products grows every year. The Dax cosmetics portfolio includes over 500 products which are part of 60 cosmetic lines within 6 leading brands: Perfecta, Dr Sun*, Yoskine, Cashmere, Celia and Dax Men*. Our headquarters have been in Duchnów near Warsaw since 2001, where we have our factory, offices, laboratories, stocks of natural resources, packages and ready-to-use ingredients. Our high standards in company management and care for the highest possible quality of our cosmetics made us obtain the prestigious Certificate of Quality Management System: ISO 9001-2000 in 2004 and the GMP certificate in 2012. Dax's strengths are modern R&D laboratories, where innovative and unique formulas based on the newest world achievements in cosmetology are invented, as well as Microbiological and Physicochemical laboratories which test the quality, purity and properties of the raw products and manufactured cosmetic bases. Our success has also been confirmed by several awards for our brands and company*.
Eveline Cosmetics
Distribution Ltd. LJSP.

Address
Żytnia 19
05-506 Lesznowola
Voivodship mazowieckie
Tel: +48 22 757 78 37
E-mail: eveline@eveline.eu
www.eveline.eu

Export Department
Filcho Komov
Business Development Director
Tel: +48 22 334 58 17
E-mail: sales@eveline.com.pl

Eveline Cosmetics Group is the biggest Polish manufacturer of cosmetics. 30 years of experience have let us acquire a strong position on the markets of over 70 countries all over the world. We offer a wide range of make-up and skin care products. Eveline products are the outcome of the passion and commitment of over 500 specialists, who make use of the newest achievements in cosmetology and strictly control quality throughout the process of production, starting with the formulas, and then on to distribution and sales. The strong market position of our brand is an outcome of our knowledge of the consumers’ needs, of innovation and a reasonable price in relation to the quality. The proof of our position can be measured in numbers: our yearly sale is almost 70 million cosmetics, 80% of which are exported. In 2011, we noted a significant increase of the sales in central Europe: the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia. We also reinforced our position in Bulgaria, Serbia, Bosnia and Croatia. 2011 was also a year of a 50% growth of export to the Middle East. We also sell our products in Taiwan, Burma, India, Malaysia, Singapore, Korea and Hong Kong. The quality of our products has been acknowledged by several consumer and business awards. Eveline Cosmetics keeps winning the trust of foreign consumers thanks to its policy of quality, which is constantly verified in all the countries we export our products to.

The service/products we offer: ● Production
Cosmetics production: ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Hair ● Nails
Cosmetics: ● Care ● Make-up ● Fragrance
Care: ● nail care cosmetics ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● nail polish removers ● liquid soaps ● masks ● cleansing gels ● peeling ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics ● lip balms ● sun care ● Make-up: ● Lipsticks, lip glosses ● body make-up, glitters ● lipliners ● mascaras ● nail polish ● eye shadows ● eyeliners, eye crayons ● face powders ● foundations ● concealers
Fragrance cosmetics: ● perfumed waters, toilet waters
Containers: ● Plastic ● Glass
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products
Harper Hygienics S.A.

The service/products we offer: ● Production
Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Nails
Cosmetics: ● Care
Care: ● nail care cosmetics ● peelings ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics ● intimate hygiene
Containers: ● plastic
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● consumer products

Harper Hygienics S.A. is a dynamically expanding leading manufacturer of cosmetics and hygiene articles in several categories. Our brands are: Cleanic, Dzidziuś (Baby Care), Kindii and many others. We have achieved a strong market position thanks to the trust of our Polish and foreign customers who have appreciated our efforts to meet their growing needs connected to their evolving lifestyle. The history of our brand started in the world of cotton. That material is used in the production of our renowned cotton pads and cotton sticks, whose quality is confirmed by the 100% cotton certificate of the Gdynia Cotton Association. We offer a wide range of pre-moistened tissues for make-up removal, scrub and intimate hygiene. We have also prepared a wide offer for baby care under the brands Cleanic Dzidziuś and Cleanic Kindii. Pre-moistened tissues for children, special cotton sticks and cotton pads are designed and manufactured with the highest diligence, with baby and mother safety a priority. Our efforts have been appreciated by the positive opinion issued by the Children's Health Institute specialists. We pay great attention to maintaining the highest standards during the production and controlling processes. In 2008, we implemented the quality management systems of ISO 9001:2000. We have had a modern production plant with a warehouse in Mińsk Mazowiecki since 2005. It is the heart of our company – clean production units, modern machinery, perfectly equipped laboratories.
Joanna Cosmetic Laboratory has been present on the Polish market for over 30 years. We specialize in the production of hair and body care cosmetics. We keep enhancing our products and broadening our offer in response to market tendencies. Our goal is to become a leader in the production of hair care and hair removal cosmetics and to gain a strong position in the body care segment. Thanks to our own laboratory and R&D, we meet the needs of our customers by offering them high quality cosmetics at a reasonable price. We continue to reinforce our market position by: • working on our image through continuous quality control • consistent marketing communication with clients • customer-friendly prices • a constant adaptation to the market by introducing new products and redesigning the classics • looking for new segments and market gaps. The company’s innovative nature lets us foresee new trends and flexibly react to changes on the market.

The service/products we offer: ● Production
Cosmetics production: ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Hair Care ● Body
Care: ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● hair conditioners ● liquid soaps ● cleansing gels ● peeling ● intimate hygiene
Make-up: ● hair dyes, hair foams, hair sprays, hair gels, hair gums, hair waxes, hair greases
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Professional cosmetics
Joko Cosmetics Private Label is a manufacturer of decorative cosmetics with over 20 years of experience. We are based in Wołomin and currently hire over 250 employees in production, R&D, sales, logistics, marketing departments and at the warehouse. We have two production plants and our own microbiological laboratories. We work according to GMP standards and UE norms. We offer: loose and pressed powders, sintered products, lipsticks, lip glosses, mascaras, eyeliners, foundations, concealers, eye shadow bases and make-up bases. We provide full service, part service and cosmetic bulk production. Thanks to the dedication and support of your individual assistant, thanks to the creativity of our marketing department and the knowledge of our technological department, we will create a unique line of make-up designed especially for you.
For over 25 years and in more than 20 countries, Mincer Pharma has been helping women fight the signs of ageing. We are focused on the production of body and face care cosmetics. We owe the high quality of our products to the use of the newest achievements in cosmetology, both as far as resources and production methods go. The effectiveness of our organization and the company management have been acknowledged by the international certificate of ISO 9001:2000. We work according to GMP standards and UE norms. We are manufacture of tubes and jars as well. It makes us more flexible to the market expectation. Our originality and innovative approach in packaging design can be seen in our cream jars which are closed with a so-called dosing membrane, which protects the cream from the external environment and enables economical dosing. We use this unique technology protected by a patent in face cream containers, including cost-effective products. Our offer includes over 200 products for face and body care and many of them have been rewarded in Poland and abroad. Mincer Pharma recommends numerous face and body care programs destined for various age groups and their respective signs of aging. All programs utilize the power of natural ingredients such as: Argan oil, Marine Collagen, Retinol, Hyaluronic, fruits and vegetables extracts which effectively slow down the aging process. We export our products to many European, Asian and North American countries. We cooperate directly with international retail chains, importers and distributors. Our customers are equipped in professional POSM: counter displays, catalogues, fliers. Moreover, our customers have the possibility to get a small sample (1,5 ml) and test our products.

The service/products we offer: ● Production
Cosmetics production: ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body
Cosmetics: ● Care
Care: ● creams, lotions, foams ● cleansing gels ● peelingss ● cleansing tonics ● lip balms
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Ecological cosmetics
Miraculum S.A.

Address
Prof. M. Bobrzyńskiego 14
30-348 Kraków
Voivodship: małopolskie
Tel: +48 12 376 83 05
E-mail: biuro@miraculum.pl
www.miraculum.pl

Export Department
Dorota Straszyńska
Export Director
Tel: +48 42 209 30 22
E-mail: dorota.straszyńska@miraculum.pl;
eksport@miraculum.pl

Miraculum S.A. is a Polish cosmetic company which builds its strong market position on the basis of its 90-year-old tradition and customers’ satisfaction. Miraculum’s portfolio includes 14 renowned cosmetic brands. The most famous are: Pani Walewska, Być Może, Brutal, Wars and Lider. Our offer comprises over 700 products in the popular segments of: face and body care, perfumes, hair removal and make-up. We outsource our production, which distinguishes us from our competition and which enables us to fully concentrate on elaborating new formulas and implementing original marketing strategies. The high quality of our products has been acknowledged by many awards and prestigious rankings. Some of the awards we have received are: Qultowy Kosmetyk 2012 (Cult Cosmetic), Doskonałość Roku 2011 (Perfection of the Year) of the magazine Twój Styl, Qltowy koncept (Cult Concept), Dobra Marka 2011 (Good Brand), Laur Konsumenta - Odkrycie Roku (Customer’s Laurel - the Discovery of the Year), Najlepszy Produkt – Wybór Konsumentów 2012 (The Best Product - Consumers’ Choice). The company has been listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange since February 2007. To find out more about our company, please visit our website: www.miraculum.pl, www.relacje.miraculum.pl, www.joko.pl, www.virtual-virtual.com

The service/products we offer: ● Production ● Research
Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Hair ● Nails
Cosmetics: ● Care ● Make-up ● Fragrance
Care: ● nail care cosmetics ● soaps bars ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● nail polish removers ● masks ● cleansing gels ● peelings ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics ● lip balms ● sun care
Make-up: ● Lipsticks, lip glosses ● lipliners ● mascaras ● eye shadows ● eyeliners, eye crayons ● face powders ● foundations ● concealers ● blushers, bronzers
Fragrance cosmetics: ● perfumes ● perfumed waters, toilet waters ● colognes ● deodorants, anti-perspirants
Containers: ● Plastic ● Glass
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Luxury cosmetics ● Professional cosmetics ● Active cosmetics ● Ecological cosmetics
Mollon Cosmetics is a dynamically developing brand of cosmetics for nail care. Our products are known for their styling and care values. We offer a wide choice of cosmetics in a vast colour range which can satisfy the growing needs of the customer. Our cosmetics are exceptional thanks to their innovative nature, modern design, premium quality and attractive price. Mollon Professional Pro offers the highest quality products for professional manicure and pedicure. Our assets are French quality and style, innovation, effectiveness and, as a result, consumer satisfaction. All Mollon Pro products are designed for professional beauty parlours as well as for the continuation of nail styling and care. Our products are recommended for both natural and acrylic/gel nails.

The service/products we offer: ● Production ● Packaging ● Other
Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Nails
Cosmetics: ● Make-up
Care: ● nail care cosmetics ● nail polish removers
Make-up: ● Lipsticks, lip glosses ● lipliners ● mascaras ● henna ● eye shadows ● eyeliners, eye crayons ● face powders ● foundations ● concealers ● blushers, bronzers
Containers: ● Plastic ● Glass
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Professional cosmetics
The international success of the brand AA, present on the Polish market for 30 years, was built thanks to the highest standards of quality combined with a consistently realized mission of creating cosmetics for sensitive and allergic skin. Oceanic, whose owners are Dorota and Wojciech Soszyński, was established in 1982. 2004 was a breakthrough for the company: a new factory which fulfilled the highest safety standards was built. It is located in Trąbki Małe near Gdańsk and it is the only Polish cosmetics factory where GMP standards are fully implemented. Together with a modern laboratory and a logistic centre, it is located on 12,000 square meters. Our offer includes over 800 positions: AA Cosmetics and AA Men mass market cosmetics; AA Prestige luxury cosmetics, AA Eco, AA Sensitive Nature Spa natural cosmetics; AA Therapy, AA Pharmaceutical dermocosmetics, AA Prestige Institute treatments and beauty parlour products. Oceanic is present in 25 countries and it has a particularly strong position in Slovakia, Byelorussia, Lithuania, Latvia, the Ukraine and Hungary. Our products are also available in the USA, South Korea and Western Europe. Our main targets of development in the next 2 years are: Europe, Northern Africa, the Middle and Far East. Oceanic is also involved in charity: it supports diabetic organizations and cancer patients. We also pride ourselves at obtaining the title of Polish Ecology Partner in the National Ecological Contest under the patronage of the Polish President.
The service/products we offer: Production
Cosmetics production: Own brands
Cosmetics for: Face Body
Cosmetics: Care
Care: shampoos creams, lotions, foams hair conditioners cleansing gels peelings
Face and body wash: bar soaps shampoos creams, lotions, foams hair conditioners
masks bath powders and bubble baths cleansing gels peelings cleansing milks cleansing tonics
intimate hygiene
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: professional cosmetics active cosmetics
ecological cosmetics

Organique Ltd. LP is a manufacturer and distributor of cosmetics for spas and beauty parlours. The products are based on natural, vegetable components and are paraben free.
The company has been active on the market for 12 years, has a chain of franchise stores in Poland, Sweden and Russia. Organique cosmetics are also exported to over 20 countries in the world.
We have been many times rewarded in national and international fairs many times. Our offer includes products accepted by vegans.
The service/products we offer: ● Production
Cosmetics production: ● Own brands
Cosmetics for: ● Face ● Body ● Hair
Cosmetics: ● Skin care
Skin care: ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● hair conditioners ● cleansing gels ● peelings
Make-up: ● hair foams, hair sprays, hair gels, hair gums, hair waxes, hair greases
Containers: ● Plastic ● Glass
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● ecological cosmetics
Pollena Ewa SA is a company with 93 years of tradition and enormous experience in cosmetics production. It was established in 1919 by two entrepreneurs from Łódź: Hugo Guttel and Józef Wójtowicz. It started its activity by producing soaps and colognes. The company’s factory was a relatively big establishment for those times and it hired about 40 employees. In the late 30’s and early 40’s, the company became the leader in cosmetic production in Poland. The name “Ewa” appeared for the first time in 1951 and “Pollena Ewa” in 1971. The company introduced serious changes into its offer in 1976. The production of soap was stopped in favour of enamels and nail care products, shampoos, lotions and cosmetic creams. In the 90’s, 4 new series were launched: Len (Linseed), Bursztyn (Amber), Kanion (Canyon) and Zioła Polskie (Polish Herbs). They were very well received in Poland and abroad and got several awards. High quality and effectiveness have become our ultimate priorities. The company prides itself at obtaining the international quality certificate of ISO 9001 in 1996. After a few years of intense changes as to ownership, the company went on the Warsaw Stock Exchange on 4th November, 1999. In June, 2003, the Toruńskie Zakłady Materialów Opatrunkowych SA (the Toruń Dressing Products Company) bought 46% of the company’s shares, and became the strategic shareholder. Pollena Ewa SA’s current offer includes hair, body and face care products, perfumes and mouth care articles.

The service/products we offer: ● Production ● Research

Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands

The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Hair

Cosmetics: ● Care ● Fragrance

Care: ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● toothpastes ● mouthwashes ● hair conditioners ● liquid soaps ● masks ● bath powders and bubble baths ● cleansing gels ● peelings ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics ● lip balms ● sun care ● intimate hygiene

Fragrance cosmetics: ● perfumed waters, toilet waters ● colognes ● deodorants, anti-perspirants

Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Active cosmetics
Pollena Household Chemicals Company Ltd

Address
Powstańców Wielkopolskich 16
63-500 Ostrzeszów
Voivodship: wielkopolskie
Tel: +48 62 732 32 55
E-mail: sekretariat@pollena.com.pl
www.pollena.com.pl

Export Department
Tomasz Witczak
Export Manager
Tel: +48 62 732 32 35
E-mail: twitczak@pollena.com.pl

“Pollena” Household Chemicals Company Ltd. – Ostrzeszów is a manufacturer of cosmetics and detergents with special emphasis on hypoallergenic products manufactured on the basis of natural resources (soaps). The company cherishes its long tradition but also develops innovative production methods. Our mission is to fulfill customers’ needs and give them full satisfaction with our products. We care about the quality of our production and products: we have the certificate of ISO 9001-2000. Our offer includes soap bars and liquid soaps, shower gels, intimate hygiene gels, face wash gels, shampoos and bubble baths. We also offer innovative, hypoallergenic body care cosmetics. “Biały Jeleń” hypoallergenic cosmetics are recommended for people with sensitive and allergic skin. “Dzidziuś” products are designed for the skincare of infants and children. Foams and liquid soaps, shampoos and bubble baths will ensure safe and healthy hygiene every day.

The service/products we offer:
● Production
Cosmetics production:
● Private label - contract production
● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced:
● Face
● Body
● Hair
Cosmetics:
● Care
● Other
Care:
● bar soaps
● shampoos
● creams, lotions, foams
● hair conditioners
● liquid soaps
● bath powders and bubble baths
● cleansing gels
● intimate hygiene
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio:
● Consumer products
● Ecological cosmetics
Our offer includes:
- body care cosmetics,
- ladies’ products (hair conditioners, nail polishes and removers, hand creams, lip balms, hair removal products),
- men’s products (shaving products, lip balms).

Our message is to create universal and popular products in a healthy, pro-Eco formula complete with an optimal skin care programme. Our strengths are high quality, interesting formulas giving comfort and satisfaction and a reasonable price.

Progres Cosmetics has existed since 1989.

Progres is a medium-sized company which manufactures a wide range of body, face care and make-up cosmetics. We manufacture under our own label and under a private label. We currently cooperate with contractors from Lithuania, Latvia, the Czech republic, Russia and Germany. We have also been exporting our products to Cyprus. Our contractors appreciate our reliability and the quality of our products. Our policy is high quality at a reasonable price together with a guarantee of effectiveness. We make cosmetics adapted to the needs of our customers.

### The service/products we offer:
- Production
- Packaging

### Cosmetics production:
- Private label - contract production
- Own brands

### The types of cosmetics produced:
- Face
- Body
- Hair
- Nails

### Cosmetics:
- Care
- Make-up

### Care:
- nail care cosmetics
- creams, lotions, foams
- hair conditioners
- nail polish removers
- liquid soaps
- masks
- peelings
- lip balms
- sun care

### Make-up:
- lipsticks
- lip glosses
- body make-up, glitters
- hair foams
- hair sprays
- hair gels
- hair gums
- hair waxes
- hair greases
- mascaras
- nail polish
- henna

### Fragrance cosmetics:
- perfumed waters, toilet waters

### Containers:
- Plastic
- Glass
- Other

### Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio:
- Consumer products
- Active cosmetics
Synesis is the first Polish boutique brand which creates its own formulas. Our priority is for our cosmetics to be effective and we achieve that using a large quantity of active components. Our formulas conform with the physiology and natural needs of the skin. We normally make our cosmetics in two versions: BIO or pharmaceutical. We are also a perfume designer. We were the first company in Poland to create a scent in cooperation with a TV star - Mr Maciej Szczęsny.

“When I was establishing Synesis, like every woman, I cared about the effectiveness of the cosmetics”, recalls Anna Garbaczewska. “Not about other aspects, the colour or an appealing design but about the way they act. Hence I decided Synesis would forever by the synonym of decency and solidity for every woman. I made up my mind to use only the most effective components and to keep searching for new raw products and natural resources, to test them, experiment and understand the symbiosis of many components working together in one product. Further, to keep penetrating all the accessible markets and plantations for the most interesting and heretofore undiscovered ingredients. I have stuck to this philosophy every day till the present day. By combining all the components, I have been showing the number of the effective active components in the very name of every Synesis product. That is how every woman can see how many various ingredients are acting together for her benefit.”

**The service/products we offer:**
- Production
- Cosmetics production: ● Own brands
**The types of cosmetics produced:**
- Face ● Body
**Cosmetics:**
- Care ● Fragrance
- Care: ● creams, lotions, foams ● masks ● lip balms ● cleansing milks
- Make-up: ● face powders
**Fragrance cosmetics:**
- perfumes ● perfumed waters, toilet waters ● colognes
**Containers:** ● Glass
**Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio:**
- Luxury cosmetics ● Ecological cosmetics
The service/products we offer: ● Production ● Packaging ● Containers ● Research
Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract production ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Hair
Cosmetics: ● Care
Care: ● soaps bars ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● toothpastes ● mouthwashes ● hair conditioners
● masks ● cleansing gels ● peelings ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics ● intimate hygiene
Containers: ● Plastic ● Hotel
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Professional cosmetics
● Active cosmetics ● Ecological cosmetics

Torf Corporation- Factory of Medicines Ltd. was established in 1989 in Wrocław. In 23 years time, it has gained the customers’ appreciation and loyalty on the Polish market. It is valued mostly for the high quality of Tołpa branded products and for its continued long-term research related to a unique peat extract, its use initiated by the renowned Polish scientist, Professor Stanisław Tołpa (1901–1996). Torf Corporation is the only company in the world to hold a patent for the unique peat extract used in the production of Tołpa® cosmetics, toothpastes and food supplements. The company is exceptional thanks to a professional approach to skin care, preventive care and dermatologic solutions. Torf Corporation has also been evolving actively on the private label market since 1999 and has cooperated with the biggest retailers and distributors in Europe. Thanks to its high European quality standards, extraordinary R&D experience and modern technology, Torf Corporation gives its customers safe, healthy and efficient products. Their quality and innovation have been confirmed by several awards on the Polish and foreign markets.
The service/products we offer:● Production
Cosmetics production: ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Hair
Cosmetics: ● Care
Care cosmetics: ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● bath powders and bubble baths ● cleansing gels
● peelings ● cleansing tonics ● lip balms
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Active cosmetics

„Uzdrowisko Iwonicz” SA is a spa which offers health and biological regeneration treatments but also manufactures curative products and cosmetics. Our offer of curative products includes iodobromine salt and a therapeutic mud cube. The tradition of making iodobromine salt goes back to 1867 and it has been produced and distributed in pharmacies ever since. It is a renowned and frequently used medicine which provides an opportunity to take curative baths and inhalations at home. The production of our therapeutic mud cube started in 1925. Our experiences with the use of Iwonicz-Zdrój’s natural healing resources inspired further research on the curative potential of the different minerals spring waters contain. Our unique cosmetics are produced on the basis of salt, our healing thermal spring water and carefully selected natural resources. The production procedures follow the newest achievements in cosmetology. The effectiveness and choice of our product components have received many rewards in national contests. The company thus possesses an offer which is unique in Poland, comprising 21 products under the brand “Iwoniczanka”, grouped in several lines: Natural Health Source, Natural Beauty Source, Straight from Nature, Spa treatment, “Uzdrowisko Iwonicz” Creams and Secrets of Nature. Our offer is constantly being broadened with new products, whose choice is kept in line with the newest popular market trends.
Verona Products Professional is a leading producer of make-up, face and body care, colouration, styling, hair care products and perfumes. Our absolute priorities are the highest standards and aesthetics. We are also renowned for our innovation, professionalism, original design and high quality at a reasonable price. The company is located in central Poland and its products are sold in the country and exported to more than 60 countries in Europe, Asia and Africa. The quality of our products has been confirmed by many awards such as Laur Konsumenta (The Consumer’s Laurel) and Qltowy Kosmetyk (Cult Cosmetic). Apart from awards for specific products, the company was rewarded for its whole performance: we got Oskar Kosmetyki (The Cosmetics Oscar) for dynamic development, the award of the Mazowiecka Firma Roku 2011 (The Mazovian Company of the year 2011) and, in 2012, we were the only Polish company to obtain the European certificate called „Rzetelni w Biznesie” (Solid in Business). We are planning to expand our offer and gain our customers’ loyalty, as they can help us develop our common passion: a passion for cosmetics of the highest quality.

The service/products we offer: ● Production
Cosmetics production: ● Private label - contract ● production ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Hair ● Nails
Cosmetics: ● Care ● Make-up ● Fragrance ● Other
Care: ● nail care cosmetics ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● hair conditioners ● nail polish removers ● masks ● bath powders and bubble baths ● cleansing gels ● peelings ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics ● lip balms
Make-up: ● hair dyes ● lipsticks, lip glosses ● body make-up, glitters ● hair foams, hair sprays, hair gels, hair gums, hair waxes, hair greases ● lipliners ● mascaras ● nail polish ● henna ● eye shadows ● eyeliners, eye crayons ● face powders ● foundations ● concealers ● blushers, bronzers
Fragrance cosmetics: ● perfumed waters, toilet waters ● deodorants, antiperspirants
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Professional cosmetics
Ziaja Ltd is a family-owned company founded in 1989 by pharmacists Aleksandra and Zenon Ziaja. Our offer includes over 900 products for face, body, hair and intimate hygiene care.

Today, the company is one of the biggest beauty care manufacturers in Poland with 42 million pieces of products sold in 2011 and a 25% volume market share in the face cream sector.

Ziaja products are addressed to the consumer who values high quality for a reasonable price. Ziaja cosmetics combine natural, medically tested components with innovative technologies. Formulations are elaborated in accordance with pharmaceutical expertise coming from the experience in the production of medical ointments. The active ingredients used in Ziaja products are of plant and biotechnological origin.

All products, prior to being introduced to the market, are allergy and dermatology tested in the Department of Dermatology at the Medical University Center in Gdańsk, Poland. Ziaja’s research base is equipped with modern control technologies and comprises four laboratories: research and development, physical and chemical analyses, microbiology, quality control.

The research base employs highly qualified staff composed of pharmacists, chemists and biotechnologists.

The service/products we offer: ● Production
Cosmetics production: ● Own brands
The types of cosmetics produced: ● Face ● Body ● Hair
Cosmetics: ● Care
Care: ● shampoos ● creams, lotions, foams ● toothpastes ● hair conditioners ● liquid soaps
● masks ● bath powders and bubble baths ● cleansing gels ● peelings ● cleansing milks ● cleansing tonics
● lip balms ● sun care ● intimate hygiene
Containers: ● Plastic
Additional information in the cosmetics portfolio: ● Consumer products ● Professional cosmetics ● Active cosmetics

Ziaja Ltd

Address
Jesienna 9
80-298 Gdańsk
Voivodship: pomorskie
Tel: +48 58 521 35 10
E-mail: export@ziaja.com
www.ziaja.com

Export Department
Lidia Ziaja
Export Manager
Tel: +48 58 521 35 11
E-mail: lidia.ziaja@ziaja.com

www.ziaja.com
Cosmetics from Poland

The Polish cosmetics industry is one of the most powerful ones in Europe. Hence, it has been chosen by the Polish Ministry of Economy as one of 15 flagship branches of industry promoting the Polish economy on international markets.

The Promotion Programme is going to last for 3 years, 2012-2015, and will be carried out in: Poland, Italy, Germany, the Ukraine, Russia, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, the USA, China and Brazil.

The programme will enable the Polish national pavilion to appear at the most important world cosmetics fairs. Polish companies are also planned to go on numerous foreign trade missions, as well as to host foreign contractors and journalists in Poland. An international advertising campaign for the branch will also be conducted.

The programme is co-financed by the Polish Ministry of Economy and the European Union from the European Regional Development Fund.

If you are:
- looking for business partners in Poland,
- in need of more information on the Polish cosmetics industry or
- willing to participate in the organized events,

do not hesitate to check the programme website: www.polishcosmetics.pl

featuring:
- a catalogue of Polish companies
- information about the branch
- news about upcoming events

or

contact the programme organisers:

e-mail: info@polishcosmetics.pl
tel.: +48 22 646 42 66
fax: +48 22 646 50 72

SPC House of Media
ul. Madalińskiego 20/1A
02-513 Warsaw, Poland
THE POLISH COSMETICS INDUSTRY KEEPS NOTABLY INFLUENCING THE INTERNATIONAL BEAUTY MARKET. PROOF? OUR EXPORT RATES ARE VISIBLY GROWING EVERY YEAR BY 25% WHILE OUR SECRET RECIPE FOR SUCCESS HAS NOT CHANGED FOR THE PAST 90 YEARS. WE HAVE BUILT UP TRUST THROUGH QUALITY, EXPERIENCE AND REASONABLE PRICES. ALL THE THREE FROM POLAND - THE HEART OF EUROPE.